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Abstract

The ISAKMP and DOI RFCs [RFC2408, RFC2407] specify error and status message types for use in ISAKMP NOTIFY messages, but in some cases do not specify that any additional clarifying data be carried in the messages. In these cases, it is difficult to determine which SA corresponds to the received NOTIFY message. While the DOI RFC specifies content and formats for additional data in the currently defined IPSEC status messages, no such requirements are currently specified for ISAKMP NOTIFY messages. This document provides content and format recommendations for those messages.
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1. Overview

The ISAKMP and DOI RFCs [RFC2408, RFC2407] specify error and status message types for use in ISAKMP NOTIFY messages, but in some cases do not specify that any additional clarifying data be carried in the messages. In many cases, it is difficult to determine which SA corresponds to the received NOTIFY message. Such determination requires that additional information be placed in the notification data section of the NOTIFY payload. While the DOI RFC specifies content and formats for additional data in the currently defined IPSEC status messages, no content or formatting requirements are currently specified for ISAKMP NOTIFY messages.

Many of the ISAKMP NOTIFY messages may apply to either phase 1 or phase 2 negotiations. In some cases, the context of the message makes clear what transaction it refers to, e.g. if the NOTIFY message pertains to the ISAKMP (phase 1) SA upon which it is received. However, there are cases in which ambiguities may arise. For example, there may be multiple phase 2 SAs negotiated using a single phase 1 SA, and these may be simultaneously under negotiation. A NOTIFY message received via the parent phase 1 SA may apply to any of the phase 2 SAs, but the receiver may not be able to determine which.

In order to be truly useful, NOTIFY messages must, at minimum, allow the receiver to determine which transaction the message corresponds to. As indicated above, in some cases this information may be entirely derived from information contained in the ISAKMP header (cookies and message ID). However, in many cases, and in particular with respect to phase 2 negotiations, the correct context cannot be ascertained without additional information. In some of those cases, the relevant information may be carried in the predefined notify payload fields. In others, this is not enough, and in such cases additional information may be carried in the notify payload data field.

In addition to the need to determine which SA a NOTIFY message corresponds to, it would also be useful to know more precisely what problem was encountered. For example, an INVALID-PAYLOAD message would be far more useful if one could determine exactly which payload was at issue. Such additional data would be very useful when diagnosing error conditions, and also would provide useful information for auditing purposes. This document provides content and format recommendations for ISAKMP NOTIFY messages which are aimed at providing the additional granularity required to make these messages truly useful.

1.1 Requirements Terminology
The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this document, are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

1.2 Reader Prerequisites

[RFC2407], [RFC2408], and [RFC2409] are prerequisites to understanding the material presented here. While not strictly necessary, reader familiarity with [RFC2401], [RFC2402], [RFC2406], and with general IP security concepts will further facilitate understanding.

1.3 Document Organization

In the following section is a discussion of general format considerations for all notify messages. Following that, the NOTIFY messages are presented in 2 sections: ISAKMP error messages, and ISAKMP status messages. It is possible that a later revision of this document will address IPSEC error/status messages, but some of those NOTIFY message types are currently addressed in [RFC2407].

Within each section, messages are detailed in individual subsections. Following the example of [RFC2407], each message payload is detailed field-by-field. Where appropriate, additional information regarding the circumstances under which each message arises, along with relative payload variations under those circumstances, is included.

1.4 Backwards Compatibility

The IPsec DOI [RFC2407] document defines some notification types, along with the data contained in the associated notification data fields. Those definitions do not conform with the definitions in this document. In the interest of backwards compatibility, pains have been taken to accommodate these differences in the definitions offered in this document.

When new use of notification data is defined in any document that uses the IPsec DOI (RFC 2407), regardless of the key exchange protocol the usage MUST follow the generic format described in this document (i.e. the attribute list encoding of the notification data). These new types may be either allocated from IANA or from the private use range.

2. General Formatting Considerations

The ISAKMP notify payload contains a number of fields meant to convey contextual information regarding the event precipitating the message. Following is an enumeration of the notify payload fields:
(payload type/length fields omitted)

- Domain of Interpretation (4 octets) - Identifies the DOI under which this notification is taking place.

- Protocol-Id (1 octet) - Specifies the protocol identifier for the current notification. Examples might include ISAKMP, IPSEC ESP, IPSEC AH, OSPF, TLS, etc.

- SPI Size (1 octet) - Length in octets of the SPI as defined by the Protocol-Id.

- Notify Message Type (2 octets) - Specifies the type of notification message.

- SPI (variable length) - Security Parameter Index. The receiving entity’s SPI. The length of this field is determined by the SPI Size field.

- Notification Data (variable length) - Informational or error data transmitted in addition to the Notify Message Type.

In many cases, the information contained in the notify payload is insufficient to fully identify the session or transaction for which the error(s) occurred, and in these cases the Notification Data field MAY be used to convey additional information. In order to provide for uniform processing of the notification data field, class attributes are defined below for ISAKMP NOTIFY messages, and notification data MUST be encoded using these attributes.

Attribute encoding is discussed in [RFC2408], and that discussion is not repeated here, except for the following notes. Attribute encoding types are either Basic (B) or Variable-length (V). Encoding of these attributes is defined in the [RFC2408] as Type/Value (Basic) and Type/Length/Value (Variable-length). Attributes described as Basic MUST NOT be encoded as Variable. Variable attributes MAY be encoded as basic attributes if their value can fit into two octets.

Attribute Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Encoding Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Offending Payload</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offending Payload Data</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Position Offset</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Values 131-16383 are reserved to IANA. Values 16384-32767 are for private use among mutually consenting parties. Values 0, 1, and 2 are reserved for backwards compatibility, and MUST not be used in any other notifications than RESPONDER-LIFETIME and REPLAY-STATUS. The RESPONDER-LIFETIME notification data is an attributes list containing attributes of class 1 and 2. The REPLAY-STATUS notification data is a 32-bit integer containing the values 0 or 1 (meaning the first 2 bytes are 0, thus decoding as an attribute class of 0). Note that when the attribute class of 0 is detected, the rest of the data does not conform to format of an attribute list.

Attribute Type Descriptions

Type of Offending Payload
Payload type of the offending payload encoded as a 16 bit integer.

Offending Payload Data
Offending payload data including the generic header. Note that next payload type in the notify payload itself points to the next payload beyond the notification data. Likewise, the next payload type in the offending payload contains the value placed there by the original sender, and does not reference any payloads within the notify message.

Error Position Offset
Byte offset of the error position from the beginning of the offending payload. Presence of this attribute implies the presence of the offending payload data attribute. That is, when this attribute is present, there MUST also be a corresponding offending payload attribute.

Error Text Describing the Problem
Text describing the problem. (ISO-10646 UTF-8 encoding).
Error Text Language
   Error text language tag (as defined in RFC 1766). When this attribute is present, there MUST also be a corresponding error text attribute.

Message Id of the Offending Negotiation
   Message id of the offending negotiation encoded has 4 byte value.

Exchange Type of Negotiation
   Exchange type of the offending negotiation. Encoded as 16 bit integer.

Invalid Flag Bits
   Invalid flags (valid flags are masked out) Encoded as 16 bit integer.

Suggested Proposal
   Optional proposal suggestion to be used in case of failed negotiation due to policy mismatch.

Notification Attribute Version
   Indicates the version of this document from which encodings were derived. MUST be the first attribute in the notification data if notification data is included, and MUST contain the value 0x0001. Because this attribute is always first, it can be used as a magic cookie, i.e. if the notification data begins with bytes 0x80, 0x0C, 0x00, 0x01, then it most likely follows the formatting guidelines described in this document.

Note that implementations may not recognize some or all of these attributes, and in some cases, inclusion of some attributes within specific notify messages will be optional. In such cases, implementations MUST ignore unrecognized attributes.

3. ISAKMP NOTIFY Error Messages

This section contains NOTIFY error messages which are usually specific to ISAKMP (phase 1) Security Associations (SAs). Some of these messages may also apply to the negotiation of IPSec (phase 2) SAs. In such cases, provision is made for use of the appropriate SPI (and other) values. These NOTIFY message types are defined in [RFC2408].

3.1 INVALID-PAYLOAD-TYPE
The INVALID-PAYLOAD-TYPE error message may be used to communicate that an unrecognized or invalid payload type was received.

Phase: 1 or 2

Differentiators: Cookies vs SPI,
  Subject payload (and/or type)
  Message ID

Payloads: All

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data (var)
- DOI - set to the current DOI if available, or set to zero (0) to indicate ISAKMP DOI.
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from chosen SA if available; set to zero (0) to indicate ISAKMP SA.
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-PAYLOAD-TYPE
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the type of the offending payload, and MAY contain the offending payload, the message ID associated with the payload, and error text describing the problem.

3.2 DOI-NOT-SUPPORTED

The DOI-NOT-SUPPORTED error message may be used to communicate that an unrecognized or unsupported DOI value was received.

Phase: 1 or 2

Differentiators: Cookies vs SPI, Protocol ID,
  subject DOI, message ID

Payloads: SA

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to DOI-NOT-SUPPORTED
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
3.3 SITUATION-NOT-SUPPORTED

The SITUATION-NOT-SUPPORTED error message may be used to communicate that an unrecognized or unsupported situation value was received.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies vs SPI, Protocol ID, offending payload, message ID
Payloads: SA

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to ISAKMP DOI
- Protocol ID - set to zero (0)
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to SITUATION-NOT-SUPPORTED
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending payload and the message ID associated with the payload. It MAY also contain the error position offset, and error text describing the problem.

3.4 INVALID-COOKIE

The INVALID-COOKIE error message may be used to communicate that an invalid ISAKMP cookie was received. Invalid cookies are those cookies for which there is no matching SA. This message applies to a few different situations:

- one of the cookies in the pair is not valid
- neither of the cookies in the pair are valid

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID
Payloads: ISAKMP header

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following
format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-COOKIE
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation, and MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.5 INVALID-MAJOR-VERSION

The INVALID-MAJOR-VERSION error message may be used to communicate that this portion of the ISAKMP version is invalid or unsupported.

**Phase:** 1 or 2  
**Differentiator:** Cookies, message ID  
**Payloads:** ISAKMP header  

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data  
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)  
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP  
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)  
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-MAJOR-VERSION  
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.  
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation, and MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.6 INVALID-MINOR-VERSION

The INVALID-MINOR-VERSION error message may be used to communicate that this portion of the ISAKMP version is invalid or unsupported.

**Phase:** 1 or 2  
**Differentiator:** Cookies, message ID, invalid version  
**Payloads:** ISAKMP header  

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following
format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-MINOR-VERSION
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation, and MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.7 INVALID-EXCHANGE-TYPE

The INVALID-EXCHANGE-TYPE error message may be used to communicate that an unrecognized or invalid ISAKMP exchange type was received.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID
Payloads: Invalid exchange type in notify data

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-EXCHANGE-TYPE
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation and the invalid exchange type, and MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.8 INVALID-FLAGS

The INVALID-FLAGS error message may be used to communicate that one or more of the received ISAKMP header flags were unrecognized or invalid. Cases where flags are invalid include the following:

- The encryption bit is unset/set when it should/shouldn’t be
- The commit bit is unset/set when it should/shouldn’t be
- The auth-only bit is unset/set when it should/shouldn’t be
Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID
invalid flags
Payloads: ISAKMP header

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-FLAGS
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - contains the flags octet with only the unknown/invalid flags bits set (valid bits masked off)

### 3.9 INVALID-MESSAGE-ID

The INVALID-MESSAGE-ID error message may be used to communicate that the message ID in the received message is unrecognized or invalid.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID
Payloads: ISAKMP header

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to 0 (ISAKMP DOI)
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-MESSAGE-ID
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies for the failed negotiation.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation, and MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.10 INVALID-PROTOCOL-ID

The INVALID-PROTOCOL-ID error message may be used to communicate that an invalid or unsupported protocol ID was received as part of a proposal payload.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: message ID, proposal payload
Payloads: Proposal

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length – set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI – set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID – set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size – set to zero (0)
- Notify Message Type – set to INVALID-PROTOCOL-ID
- SPI – empty
- Notification Data – SHOULD contain the offending SA payload, error offset position, and the message ID from the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.11 INVALID-SPI

The INVALID-SPI error message may be used to communicate that an invalid SPI was received as part of a proposal payload.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, offending payload, protocol ID
Payloads: Proposal

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length – set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI – set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID – set to PROTO_ISAKMP, PROTO_IPSEC_ESP, or PROTO_IPSEC_AH
- SPI Size – set to size of subject SPI
- Notify Message Type – set to INVALID-SPI
- SPI – set to the invalid SPI
- Notification Data – SHOULD contain the offending SA payload, error offset position, and the message ID from the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.12 INVALID-TRANSFORM-ID

The INVALID-TRANSFORM-ID error message may be used to communicate that an invalid or unrecognized (unimplemented?) transform was received as part of a proposal.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI
Payloads: Transform

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-TRANSFORM-ID
- SPI - empty
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending SA payload, error offset position, and the message ID from the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.13 ATTRIBUTES-NOT-SUPPORTED

The ATTRIBUTES-NOT-SUPPORTED error message may be used to communicate that unrecognized or unsupported attributes were received as part of a proposal. Currently, this message may result from one of the following events:

- unacceptable group in IKE new-group-mode negotiation
- conflicting lifetime attributes are detected
- invalid or unsupported SA attributes are received

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, attributes

Payloads: SA

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from subject SA
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or four (4) (one IPSEC SPI)
- Notify Message Type - set to ATTRIBUTES-NOT-SUPPORTED
- SPI - set to empty or to the target entity’s IPsec SPI; if present, the SPI MUST be from the same proposal payload contains the offending transform.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending SA payload, error offset position, and the message ID from the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.14 NO-PROPOSAL-CHOSEN
The NO-PROPOSAL-CHosen error message may be used to communicate that none of the received proposals are acceptable to the responder.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID
Payloads: SA

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data (4)
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from subject SA
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to NO-PROPOSAL-CHosen
- SPI - set to ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation, and MAY contain error text describing the problem. MAY also contain a proposal suggestion.

3.15 BAD-PROPOSAL-SYNTAX

The BAD-PROPOSAL-SYNTAX error message may be used to communicate that a received proposal is improperly formed. This message may be precipitated by the following events (among others):

- a reserved field in a proposal payload does not contain zero (0)
- a reserved field in a transform payload does not contain zero (0)
- responder returns SA payload containing multiple proposals
- responder returns multiple (or no) transforms
- initiator attempts to negotiate multiple quick mode SAs but responder only answers to one of them.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, proposal/transform payload
Payloads: Generic Payload Header, Proposal, Transform

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to BAD-PROPOSAL-SYNTAX
3.16 PAYLOAD-MALFORMED

The PAYLOAD-MALFORMED error message may be used to communicate that a malformed payload was received. This includes proposals, transforms, or attributes that are syntactically incorrect.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, malformed payload
Payloads: Generic Payload Header, Proposal, Transform

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to ISAKMP DOI (0)
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from subject SA if available, else set to protocol PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0), two (2), four (4) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to PAYLOAD-MALFORMED
- SPI - If protocol ID is PROTO_ISAKMP, contains the cookies; otherwise, contains SPI associated with Protocol ID if applicable, or nothing.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the type of the offending payload, the payload data, the error position offset, and the message ID of the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

[Note: This overlaps with BAD-PROPOSAL-SYNTAX...]

3.17 INVALID-KEY-INFORMATION

The INVALID-KEY-INFORMATION error message may be used to communicate that the key exchange payload is not the correct size.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, KE payload
Payloads: Key Exchange

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to ISAKMP DOI (0)
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from subject SA if available, else set to protocol PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0), two (2), four (4) or sixteen (16) (0)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-KEY-INFORMATION
- SPI - If protocol ID is PROTO_ISAKMP, contains the cookies; otherwise, contains SPI associated with Protocol ID if applicable, or nothing.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending payload, the error position offset, and the message ID of the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.18 INVALID-ID-INFORMATION

The INVALID-ID-INFORMATION error message may be used to communicate that the identification type of the ID payload is not supported.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, ID payload
Payloads: ID

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from subject SA if phase 2, else set to protocol PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0), two (2), four (4) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-ID-INFORMATION
- SPI - If protocol ID is PROTO_ISAKMP, contains the cookies; otherwise, contains SPI associated with Protocol ID if applicable, or nothing.
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending payload, the error position offset, and the message ID of the offending negotiation. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.19 INVALID-CERT-ENCODING
The INVALID-CERT-ENCODING error message may be used to communicate that the encoding of a received certificate payload is not valid.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, CERT payload
Payloads: Certificate, Certificate Request

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-CERT-ENCODING
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending certificate payload, error position offset, and Message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.20 INVALID-CERTIFICATE

The INVALID-CERTIFICATE error message may be used to communicate that the data in a certificate payload is invalid or improperly formatted.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, CERT payload
Payloads: Certificate

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-CERTIFICATE
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending certificate payload, error position offset, and Message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

### 3.21 CERT-TYPE-UNSUPPORTED

The CERT-TYPE-UNSUPPORTED error message may be used to communicate that the encoding of a received certificate payload is not supported.
Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, CERT payload
Payloads: Certificate Request

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to CERT-TYPE-UNSUPPORTED
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending certificate request payload, error position offset, and Message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.22 INVALID-CERT-AUTHORITY

The INVALID-CERT-AUTHORITY error message may be used to communicate that the Certificate Authority in a certificate request payload is invalid or improperly formatted.

Phase: 1
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, CERT-REQ payload
Payloads: Certificate Request

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-CERT-AUTHORITY
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending certificate request payload, error position offset, and Message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.23 INVALID-HASH-INFORMATION

The INVALID-HASH-INFORMATION error message may be used to communicate that the hash size is incorrect.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, hash payload
Payloads: Hash

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from chosen SA or PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0), four (4), or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-HASH-INFORMATION
- SPI - set to empty, the target entity’s IPSec SPI, or the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending hash payload error position offset, and Message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.24 AUTHENTICATION-FAILED

The AUTHENTICATION-FAILED error message may be used to communicate that the authentication operation (hash) produced an incorrect result.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI
Payloads: Hash, Signature

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from chosen SA or PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0), four (4), or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to AUTHENTICATION-FAILED
- SPI - set to empty, the target entity’s IPSec SPI, or the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the Message ID of the offending payload. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.25 INVALID-SIGNATURE

The INVALID-SIGNATURE error message may be used to communicate that
the signature is the wrong size.

NOTE: If signature verification fails, AUTHENTICATION-FAILED is sent.

Phase: 1
Differentiator: Cookies
Payloads: Signature

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to INVALID-SIGNATURE
- SPI - set to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending ID payload and the associated message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.26 ADDRESS-NOTIFICATION

The ADDRESS-NOTIFICATION error message may be used to communicate that an invalid address was received in the ID payload.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, address info?
Payloads: ID

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:
- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from chosen SA or PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to either zero (0), four (4), or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to ADDRESS-NOTIFICATION
- SPI - set to empty, the target entity’s IPSec SPI, or the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the offending ID payload and the associated message ID. It MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.27 NOTIFY-SA-LIFETIME
The NOTIFY-SA-LIFETIME message may be used to communicate that a lifetime which is shorter than the one requested will be enforced.

Phase: 1
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID,
Payloads: Transform

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to selected Protocol ID from chosen SA
- SPI Size - set to four (4) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to NOTIFY-SA-LIFETIME
- SPI - set to the target entity’s IPSec SPI, or the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - contains an ISAKMP attribute list with the responder’s actual SA lifetime

WARNING: the attribute classes for the ISAKMP attribute list are defined in the ISAKMP DOI document (RFC2407). This message type is included here for completeness.

3.28 CERTIFICATE-UNAVAILABLE

The CERTIFICATE-UNAVAILABLE error message may be used to communicate that the requested certificate is unavailable.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, CERT-REQ payload
Payloads: Certificate Request

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size - set to zero (0) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to CERTIFICATE-UNAVAILABLE
- SPI - set to empty or to the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data - SHOULD contain the subject certificate request payload and the associated message ID. MAY contain error text describing the problem.
3.29 UNSUPPORTED-EXCHANGE-TYPE

The UNSUPPORTED-EXCHANGE-TYPE error message may be used to communicate that the requested exchange type is not supported.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI, exchange type
Payloads: ISAKMP header

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length – set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI – set to 0
- Protocol ID – set to PROTO_ISAKMP
- SPI Size – set to sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type – set to UNSUPPORTED-EXCHANGE-TYPE
- SPI – set to ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data – SHOULD contain the message ID of the offending negotiation and the offending exchange type. MAY contain error text describing the problem.

3.30 UNEQUAL-PAYLOAD-LENGTHS

The UNEQUAL-PAYLOAD-LENGTHS error message may be used to communicate that the message length in the ISAKMP header does not match the sum of the actual payload lengths. It may also be used when data attributes overflow their encapsulating payload boundaries.

Phase: 1 or 2
Differentiator: Cookies, message ID, SPI

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length – set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI – set to DOI of received packet or zero (0)
- Protocol ID – set to PROTO_ISAKMP or selected Protocol ID from chosen SA
- SPI Size – set to four (4) or (16)
- Notify Message Type – set to UNEQUAL-PAYLOAD-LENGTHS
- SPI – set to the target entity’s IPSec SPI or the ISAKMP cookies
- Notification Data – SHOULD contain the type of the offending payload. It MAY contain the offending payload, the associated message ID, the error position offset, and error text describing the problem.
4. ISAKMP Notify Status messages

This section contains NOTIFY status messages which are specific to ISAKMP, or phase 1 Security Associations (SAs). These NOTIFY message types are defined in [RFC2408].

4.1 CONNECTED

The CONNECTED status message may be used to communicate that the IPSEC protocol (phase 2) SA has been established.

When present, the Notification Payload MUST have the following format:

- Payload Length - set to length of payload + size of data
- DOI - set to DOI of received packet
- Protocol ID - set to PROTO_ISAKMP or selected Protocol ID from chosen SA
- SPI Size - set to zero (0), four (4) or sixteen (16)
- Notify Message Type - set to CONNECTED
- SPI - set to the selected SPI
- Notification Data - empty

5. Security Considerations

In general, accepting unauthenticated NOTIFY messages renders an implementation susceptible to numerous attacks, both passive and active. In such cases, there is no assurance whatsoever that these messages are not being sent by an attacker intent upon mounting a simple denial of service attack, or perhaps a more sophisticated attack. Hence, applications MUST NOT rely upon information provided by such unprotected exchanges.

Furthermore, the inclusion of variable notification payloads within unprotected messages presents a significant denial of service opportunity to a hostile adversary. Thus, implementations which choose to inspect unprotected notification data are well advised to limit the amount of processing expended upon such packets.

In cases where received payloads are copied into notification data, if the original payload was encrypted, the resulting notify message MUST be encrypted with at least the same level of protection that the original payload had. Otherwise, numerous attacks are possible.
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